
No one likes presentations
because no one enjoys being sold to
That's why let's just show you how you can earn more and
simplify your life with FixIQ



First, what is FixIQ?
FixIQ is an all-in-one tool that streamlines customer service processes in your company.
It transforms your business into the digital age, with features like CRM, customer
database, scheduling, chats, and document generation. 

Accessible from any device, it enables you to manage
tasks on the go and stay in control.

Now my business is under my complete control! I can 
accomplish tasks faster and more efficiently, even when 
I'm not at the workplace.

Business Owner

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro

https://fixiq.pro/?utm_source=presentation1&utm_medium=en&utm_campaign=b2b


Assigned a new task to your tech?
Your specialist will quickly see it using a separate mobile application (Android 
or iOS) designed specifically for mechanics. Parts, work schedule, notes — 
everything is available in just one click, without accessing financial
information, general reports, customer database, or other sensitive data.

Finally, no more running back and forth to the office 
to clarify something. Now I can accomplish more!

Employee
Alright, what am I supposed to do 
now? Okay, I'll click 'in progress'... 

Mechanic

They have everything so well organized, 
I can definitely rely on them, I'm telling 
you as a friend. Keep their contacts!

Customer

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro

https://fixiq.pro/?utm_source=presentation1&utm_medium=en&utm_campaign=b2b


Improve your service,
increase prices, and
earn more
With FixIQ, there will be fewer customer questions. All 
information, including documents, service history, and 
chat, is readily available on their smartphones.

We can set the same prices as big companies, 
because our service is definitely not worse!

Manager

Why should I call when I can find most of 
the answers in the app myself. The entire 
history of my cars is here? It's magic…

Customer

Bill and work order?
Already sending...

Service Manager

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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Moreover, new customers will
be able to find you through the
car shop search in the FixIQ app
Have you been struggling with a lack of employee workload? 
List your business in the marketplace, build your brand, and 
attract more new customers.

I need help urgently. I'm willing to pay even 
more if someone can assist me right now!

Customer

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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Do the same, but get more in return
With FixIQ, you spend the same amount of time entering data, but the system
takes care of analysis, documents, and reports for you!

John

You guys are awesome and fast! Your 
service is way ahead of others!

Customer
Finally, I have 2-5 minutes for 
coffee or other important tasks!

Service Manager

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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Papers get lost.
FixIQ gets them all together
Stop gathering information from various papers and spreadsheets. 
Is a regular client calling? In just two clicks, you have access to all 
the information about their vehicle and service history. Just enter 
the phone number or name.

I don't need to explain everything from the beginning. 
They remember everything and easily assist me.

Client

Now I have the entire database, and I can quickly 
onboard new employees! Great, it seems like our 
business is becoming even more mature.

Manager

Now I don't need to search for information! 
A little more free time

Service Manager

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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Manage your company resources.
Schedule visits, monitor downtime
and forecast prospects

I'm already used to having to wait until they tell me 
the time is available... You can do it right now?

Client

 It looks like the electrician needs to be added with 
some customers. By the way, to whom can we sell 
now? Who wanted these services?

Service Manager

Giving access to the marketing managers, 
let them plan advertising for services where 
we are not loaded

Manager

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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Monitor employees workloads,
risks of dismissal and plan payrolls

I know how much I have already earned! Boss, what 
else can I do to earn more?

Employee

Will he earn a good enough salary and I will 
now lose a good specialist?

Director

How many hours is Johannes busy, and how 
much money has he bought this week?

Director

What are they all busy with and what did they 
do all the previous week?

Director

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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Control spare parts in stock,
balances and money in products

Can we do it right away? Will you 
order this product? OK, I confirm

Клієнт

We need to buy more oil, because we are 
already running out, and tomorrow we have 
a client for oil change ...

Buyer
There should be 4 filters here, you need to 
look at the history of movements and carry 
out an inventorization.

Manager

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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Perform diagnostics easier and faster
Create templates for diagnostic cards for any task. Fill them out in the app, 
online from your computer, or print them out. Plan the client's next visits based 
on the conducted diagnostics.

It's convenient, I don't need to go and retell everything 
to the service manager. I just record everything on my 
phone, add photos, and it's done.

Mechanic

Now I always remember what I can upsell to the 
client in the future. Templates help me set tasks 
in a clearer and more efficient way.

Service Manager

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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We believe in people, our country,
and supporting entrepreneurs!
We believe that if we help you grow, together we can make the
automotive service industry better. Because if things go well for you, 
they'll go well for us too.
Do you not need a program right now? Let us help you in a different way.

Take part:

Every week, we create materials with the goal of helping auto service 
businesses grow and achieve their goals.

We assist in the following areas of business tasks:
     Marketing and advertising
     Sales of auto repair services
     Revenue-boosting services
     Effective business management

Contact me and tell me what you liked or would you like to improve
Elie +12014972216 Get started now for free! Fixiq.pro
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FixIQ.
Take care of the customers,
we will take care of the rest!

fixiq.pro

Elie Tanious Naaoum
+12014972216
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